
Welcome to our first newsletter about VISYON (Values,
Ideas, and Stories from Youth ON stage), an Erasmus+ KA3,
which unites organizations from all over Europe: Greece (the
leading partner), Bulgaria, Italy, Malta, the Netherlands,
Romania, Slovakia, and Spain. The Project's implementation
started on the first of March 2023 and is expected to be
completed by the 28th of February 2025. 

The project duration is from 01/03/2023 to 28/02/2025.
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We have implemented several workshops for script writing
in all partner countries! The scripts for the short movies,
dedicated to the 11 European Youth Gaols are ready and
available! 

17 - 23 February was a magical period for us! VISYON Youth
Mobility was held in Athens, Greece, where participants
from all partner countries had the chance to meet, present
the work done on the local level, and create 2 more short
movie scripts! And this is not all! During this exciting event, 2
scripts were realized by the professional movie Agency from
Italy - Tanino films! All participants were involved in the
process, and had the great chance to experience what it
means to be on the real movie set! 

OUR PROGRESS SO FAR



Right after the mobility, Greek team of VISYON remain in
Action. With the help of Tanino films, the short movie script
for the EU Youth Goal #8 - Quality Education for All was
produced. The Mobility marks a new chapter of the project,
where all created scripts by local groups of VISYONers will
get the shape of the short movies! 

WHAT'S CURRENTLY UNDERWAY?

During the upcoming months, Tanino Films will travel
around Europe to meet VISYON local groups and bring their
scripts into screens. It is foreseen, that the short movies will
be ready and published by the end of August 2024!

#ShareTheVISYON

WHAT LIES AHEAD

VISYON is an inspiring European Youth Together project with
the aim of empowering young people across Europe. By
raising awareness about current EU youth policies and
encouraging active youth engagement, VISYON aspires to
equip participants with vital skills such as critical thinking,
analytical capacity, and effective communication. It has an
innovative approach, which allows young people to share
their opinions and recommendations for EU Youth Policies
through the creation of short films. This creative approach
not only provides a powerful means of expression but also
facilitates dialogue and drives positive change. 

ABOUT THE PROJECT


